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Warm outdoor JEE-O shower
In summertime, outdoor showers are the epitome of luxury. They are delicious before and after
a swim and for cooling off on hot days. But in winter and early spring, a warm outdoor shower is
a true blessing. Certainly anyone with a sauna or Jacuzzi will appreciate the JEE-O outdoor
showers: they are guaranteed frost-free down to -30°C!

Wellness and bathrooms have been a self-evident combination for several years, but wellness
in the open air, in the garden, is the new magic. Freestanding outdoor showers by JEE-O
combine durable design with luxury and functionality. They are perfect as solitary elements in
the garden for cooling off on warm days. For hygiene, they are indispensable for those with a
swimming pool or sauna. Enjoying an outdoor swim is enjoying an outdoor rinse at perfect
temperatures. And what about your own outdoor Jacuzzi: the romance of luxuriating under the
stars, in warm, bubbling water, followed of course by a nice warm shower.

JEE-O has made this dream come true, with six luxurious shower models, all of which can be
fitted with the special 365 all-weather frost-free option. These are the free-standing Original 01
and 04, the Fatline 01 and 04, the Pure and the Soho. Extend your garden season to 365 days
a year! From now on, anyone can shower outdoors in comfort, guaranteed frost-free, even at
-30°C. Enjoy the experience of showering in the open air, in all seasons, day in and day out: the
ultimate in wellness.

Recommended retail prices for 365 all weather showers on request. 
For more information, see: www.jee-o.com. 
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JEE-O Unique Bathrooms weds beautiful design to functionality in bathroom concepts. Extending beyond the
bathroom, the designs by JEE-O also fit beautifully in the rest of the house, including the kitchen or sauna, by
the swimming pool or on the beach. JEE-O has a minimalistic, innovative style with a cosmopolitan character.
Bold and distinctive, yet refined: JEE-O creates concepts providing sufficient space for body and mind, always
seeking an atmosphere of functional luxury.

2004 marks the birth of JEE-O, a creative concept by Lammert Moerman. The brand has grown immensely
since that time; its selection of separate showers and baths, mixers and wash basins is currently available all
across the globe. The JEE-O soho 01 shower won a Red Dot award and a German Design Award.
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